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Important Note: This activity was 
developed for the original Green 
Lunchroom Challenge program, a 
voluntary pledge program for K-12 
schools to improve the 
sustainability of their food service 
operations. The project was coordinated by the Illinois 
Sustainable Technology Center Technical Assistance Program with 
funding from US EPA Region 5.  
The following page(s) represent the content of this activity as it 
appeared on the original project web site, complete with available 
points and instructions for submitting documentation. The project 
is no longer funded and as of June 2018 schools may no longer 
submit activity documentation to earn points and recognition as 
described. The activity is presented for your information to guide 
your organization’s sustainability efforts.  
If your school or district implements the suggested activity and 
wishes to share its experiences, please email Joy Scrogum. Your 
story may be incorporated into a blog post on this web site, the 
main ISTC site, or shared on social media to foster networking and 
inspiration among peer institutions.  
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Solicit feedback from students
 and/or observe selection of menu
 options over time to identify items
 for elimination or adjustment
Activity Category: Menu Planning and Food Preparation
Activity: Solicit feedback from students and/or observe selection of menu
 options over time to identify items for elimination or adjustment
Rationale: If students are
 consistently not taking an
 offering, or are taking it but
 wasting most of it, that’s a
 clear indication that
 something needs to be
 reassessed. There is no sense
 in spending money, time, and
 resources on preparing an
 item that has little likelihood
 of being eaten. Getting
 feedback or making careful
 observations regarding the
 least popular items on your
 menu is important because
 the nature of the problem
 can’t be assumed. If, for
 example, raw broccoli is not
 being eaten, the real issue
 may not be that students dislike broccoli--it could be the pieces are too big for easy eating. In
 that case, a minor adjustment in presentation, rather than complete elimination of the item,
 would be warranted. Soliciting feedback from students and letting them know you care about
 their opinions creates a dialogue and sense of community which helps improve food quality
 and the likelihood that food prepared gets eaten. It also encourages healthier, smarter food
 choices by engaging students in decisions about the food they consume.
Activity Description: Assess the acceptance or appeal of at least one item on your school’s
 menu and use the information you gather to make decisions about whether to keep the item
 on the menu as is, modify it in some way, or eliminate it. The form of your assessment is
 flexible. Here are some examples of how you might approach this activity:
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Track the percentage of time the item is selected/sold when it’s offered over time, using
 information from a Point of Sale System or simple counts of items prepared vs. what
 remains at the end of the day. Note that doing this alone is a least preferred approach,
 since you’re not getting information on why the item is not being selected.
Survey students (with a brief paper feedback form or have a staff member ask random
 students a set of questions).
Have a staff observer in the lunch room near waste bins. When students discard an item,
 have the observer ask them why they didn’t eat it and make notes on responses. See
 Engaging Students and Parents (including survey)  for an example of a simple feedback
 form.
Host a school “taste test.” (see How to Run a Taste Test ).
A similar method of your own description.
 However you choose to assess your item, use the information you gather to alter your menu in
 some way.
Earn Challenge Points (100 points): In order to earn points for this activity, write a brief
 description (1-3 pages, in a Word or PDF document) of your assessment method. Summarize
 the results of your assessments and the effect that information had on your menu (i.e. did you
 keep the assessed item(s) as is, eliminate it, or adjust it? If you adjusted it, how so?). If
 students seemed to appreciate being asked their opinions, describe how this was conveyed to
 you (e.g. you could include quotes or comments). Include "before and after" photos of the
 item(s) assessed (if you adjusted an item, the photos should illustrate the adjustment in
 presentation; if you replaced an item, just include a photo of the item you assessed and its
 replacement.). Please put all photos into the same Word or PDF document as your description,
 but at the end of the document; pages featuring photos will not count toward the 1-3 page
 limit for the description itself. Email this document to Joy Scrogum at jscrogum@illinois.edu.
Note that you will not receive additional points for assessing multiple items - you may
 assess one or more items, but the total possible points for this activity is 100.
Resources:
How to Run a Taste Test
Engaging Students and Parents  (including survey)
Taste Test Form  (Could be modified for feedback without an actual taste test)
Try Day Taste-Testing Ballot  (Again, this could be used for feedback without a special
 taste test event.)
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